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Because the
world is beautiful.
There’s nothing more beautiful than the natural world
and nowhere more special than the part of it that you
call home. When you connect to the beautiful world
outside, you live better, every day. By bringing light,
air and views inside, you can enjoy all that nature has
to offer.
At Centor®, we believe you should have the beauty
of the outdoors in your home and the control you need
for maximum comfort and enjoyment. We want you to
be able to create true inside-outside living, without
any compromises.

Walliston, Australia
Dealer: Cedar West
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Setting new standards
for over 65 years
Founded by German engineer Frank Spork, Centor was
first formed in Brisbane, Australia in 1951.
Now a third-generation family business, Centor has
forged a reputation for designing and manufacturing
the industry’s leading window and door systems.
In 1998, Centor designed and patented hardware for
the modern folding door that enabled them to be used as
exterior openings for the first time. These doors allowed
architects to design homes which could connect people
to the world outside.
Following the success of its folding door technology,
Centor delivered another world-first – a retractable insect
screen that could be used on large door openings and
operated with the touch of a fingertip.
In 2013, Centor launched the award-winning Integrated
Door – the first patio doors to have concealed hardware
and built-in insect screens and blinds.
Today, Centor manufactures products in 4 global locations
and sells into many more, enabling homeowners around
the world to enjoy inside-outside living when their local
weather allows.

Frank Spork, Centor Founder
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The finishing touch for
your doors and windows
Whether you are renovating or building, creating a
seamless inside-outside living experience is important
in any modern home.
By including large doors and windows in your home you
connect with the outside – bringing fresh air and sunlight
into spaces. However, these openings also create issues
with insects, privacy, and glare.
Add the finishing touch to your home with Centor’s range
of stand-alone insect screens and blinds. Our unobtrusive
designs can be paired with many different styles of doors
and windows, and fitted to a new or existing opening.
You can specify Centor Screens in a wide range of
size, colour, and material options. Our systems are
then made-to-order using the finest quality supplies
and craftsmanship.
Backed by over 65 years of engineering excellence,
Centor’s screening systems glide with smooth, fingertip
operation and are easily accessible when needed while
remaining hidden when not.
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S2 System
Perfect for smaller openings, Centor’s S2 Screen enables
you to enjoy fresh air, breezes and uninterrupted views
in your home at any time of day without any disturbance
from insects.

Simple to use
Operating with just a fingertip, Centor’s unique load
balancing technology allows the screen to glide smoothly
across the whole door opening to effortlessly stop at any
desired position.

Narrow screen jamb

Considered design
The S2 Screen has been designed to complement all new
and existing doors and windows in renovations, extension
projects and new construction. The compact frame design
ensures it can be paired neatly on the inside or outside of
the opening.
When not in use, the screen retracts horizontally into its
frame, leaving nothing to disrupt the view and protecting
it from damage, dust and dirt.
Installing a flyscreen means that doors can be open
more often, increasing ventilation throughout your home.
Should the screen mesh blow out of the top or bottom
track, it will feed back smoothly onto the roll the next time
it is retracted.

Configurations
The S2 Screen is available in two screen configurations:
Single: a single screen that extends from one side of the
frame and covers the full width of the opening.
Double: two screens meeting in the middle of the opening.
To see the full range of specifications for the S2 Screen,
visit centor.com.

Low-profile sill
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S4 System
Simple to use
Operating with just a fingertip, Centor’s unique load
balancing technology allows screens and blinds to glide
smoothly across the whole door opening to effortlessly
stop at any desired position.

Considered design
The S4 Screen and Blind complements large sliding and
folding doors. It can be fitted to the inside or outside of
the opening so you can maximise inside-outside living to
its full potential.

Screen and blind combination configuration

The screen and blind are fully retained within the frame on
all sides to allow control of insects, sunlight and privacy.
They retract discreetly into the frame when not in use,
removing visual distractions to the view outside whilst
also protecting them from damage, dust or dirt.
The addition of both top and bottom tab tracks on the
fabric ensure blinds are held snugly in the frame and
insect screens remain securely in place - even in a breeze.
The screen mechanism is easily accessible through the
removable covers to make cleaning and servicing simple
and ensure the continuous performance of your screen for
years to come.

Configurations
With three options to choose between, there’s a
configuration to suit your home:
Single: a single screen or blind that extends from one side
of the frame and covers the full width of the opening.
Combination: a combination of two fabric types, with one
housed in each side of the frame, such as a screen from
the left and a blind from the right.
Double: two screens or blinds (in the same fabric option),
which meet along the opening.
To see the full range of specifications for the S4 System,
visit centor.com.

Removable sill covers

Mermaid Beach, Australia
Dealer: Duce
Architect: Signature by Metricon
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S4 Corner System
Expansive views
Open more of your home to the outside with the Centor
S4 Corner System. Designed with the same clean lines as
our S4 System, homeowners will enjoy even more fresh
air and expansive views with new or existing post-less
corner doors.

Considered design
The S4 Screen and Blind complements large post-less
sliding and folding doors. It can be fitted to an internal or
external corner door so you can maximise inside-outside
living to its full potential.

Cornerless configuration

The screen and blind are fully retained within the
frame on all sides to allow control of insects, sunlight
and privacy. This is especially important for an opening
that has the effect of bringing in light and wind from
multiple directions.
The addition of both top and bottom tab tracks on the
fabric ensure blinds are held snugly in the frame and
insect screens remain securely in place - even in a breeze.
The screen mechanism is easily accessible through the
removable covers to make cleaning and servicing simple
and ensure the continuous performance of your screen for
years to come.

Configuration
Cornerless: two screens or blinds (in the same fabric
option) meet at a 90 degree angle opening. It is available
for a corner door facing your home or facing your
beautiful world outside.
To see the full range of specifications for the S4 Corner
System, visit centor.com.

Stile meeting point

Mermaid Beach, Australia
Dealer: Duce
Architect: Signature by Metricon
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Centor S5 screen and blind
for timber windows
Designed to complement timber windows, the Centor S5
is a cord-operated system for insect screens or blinds. The
S5 Screen can be paired alongside many window styles.
Simply rolled away when not needed, the screen
is perfect for use on a window with a servery to an
outdoor entertaining area. And unlike sliding screens,
the retractable S5 makes cleaning windows easy. With
blockout fabric options available, the blind is a great
addition to any bedroom.

Solid timber frame

S5 is complete with durable timber cladding which adds
warmth and luxury to your home. To see the full range of
specifications for the S5 Screen, visit centor.com.

Centor S6 screen and blind
for aluminium windows
The Centor S6 is an aluminium system for insect screens
or blinds. It can be paired with many types of windows,
including sliding and louvre.
The unobtrusive chain-operated system is simply rolled
away when not needed, keeping views to outside clear
and allowing windows to be easily cleaned.
Nest two S6 Screens together to create a duo
system – try insect mesh in one and a blockout blind in
the other to keep insects out of your home, and enjoy
uninterrupted sleep.
Constructed from durable aluminium, S6 can be powdercoated in any colour of your choice to suit your home.
To see the full range of specifications for the S6 Screen,
visit centor.com.

Slim aluminium frame allows for face mounting to window
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Finishing options
You can specify Centor Screens in a wide range of size,
colour, and material options.

Insect screen
Enjoy fresh air without the worry of insects. The durable
insect mesh used for all Centor Screens has no pleats or
lines to detract from the view and is available in a choice
of weave to suit your needs.

Insect screen

Blind
To stop glare and provide privacy, light-filtering and
blockout blinds are available in a choice of stylish
patterns and a range of colours to suit every home.*
Both the mesh and fabric in Centor screening systems
can be replaced and updated whenever the mood takes
you. Replacement screens can be ordered by your Centor
Screen Dealer.

Frame finishes
All Centor screening systems are constructed from
durable aluminium. S2, S4 and S6 can be powder-coated
in any colour of your choice, whilst S4 also has the
additional option of a wood veneer to add warmth and
luxury to your home. S5 comes fully clad in solid timber.

Light-filtering blind

Frame sizes
Every S2 and S4 screening system is made-to-order to
your exact size specification. S5 and S6 are available in
standard size kits which can be cut to size by your local
Centor Screen Dealer.
To see the full range of material options and overall frame
sizes for Centor Screens, visit centor.com.

* Excludes S2

Aluminium frame

Maleny, Australia
Architect: Blueprint Architects
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Made-to-order
To maintain a focus on manufacturing products to
the highest standards, all of Centor’s horizontal,
retractable screens are made-to-order in our own
factories. We have 4 global manufacturing locations,
in: Brisbane, Australia; Nanjing, China; Aurora,
USA and Stryków, Poland. Centor’s experienced
production teams maintain a constant relationship
with our Engineers and Designers located in our
Product Design Centre in Australia, to ensure the
highest quality outcomes at all times.
Centor's screen and blind systems are backed by
a 5-year limited warranty covering material and
manufacturing defects. Visit centor.com for full
warranty details.

Centor Factory
Stryków, Poland

Because the
world is beautiful.

Sydney, Australia
Dealer: Abbey Aluminium
Doors: AWS
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Centor Australia Pty Ltd
t 1300 CENTOR (1300 236 867)
mail@centor.com.au
centor.com

BRISBANE

PERTH

Centor Australia Pty Ltd
Head Office & Factory
997 Kingsford Smith Drive
PO Box 1550
Eagle Farm QLD 4009

Centor Australia Pty Ltd
Unit 5b, 151 Herdsman Parade
Wembley WA 6014

SYDNEY
Centor Australia Pty Ltd
Unit 1/5 Merryvale Road
Minto NSW 2566

MELBOURNE
Centor Australia Pty Ltd
Suite G03/12 Corporate Drive
Moorabbin VIC 3189

TASMANIA
Launceston
Access Hardware Pty Ltd
12 Goodman Court
Launceston TAS 7248
t 6324 4900
Hobart
Access Hardware Pty Ltd
131 Albert Street
Hobart TAS 7000
t 6235 9000

ADELAIDE
Centor Australia Pty Ltd
34 Fullarton Road
Norwood SA 5067

The information published in this brochure for all Centor screening systems is current
as at the date of publication. Our nationwide network of representatives will be able to
answer any additional questions you may have.
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